1. Remove blockages by confessing your sins one to another (Jas. 5:14-18): Each person in the group (prayer ministers and person being prayed for) is to focus on Jesus with the eyes of your heart. Fix your eyes on Jesus and ask Him if there is anything that is blocking His healing power from flowing to you. Receive His response back by tuning to spontaneous thoughts and pictures (For help learning to hear God’s voice, go to www.cwgministries.org/4keys). Make sure you are living a healthy lifestyle, which includes a nutritious diet, regular exercise, fasting/cleansing and stress-free living. Confess your sins based on what you receive. Learn to confess your sins moment by moment so you stand clean before the Lord. This group stance of humility and holiness releases God’s power.

2. The foundation for healing is entering God’s presence: The Lord said to one Christian colleague of Dr. Virkler’s, “First you must practice My presence. Then we’ll talk. My presence is really more important than My words. The healing takes place while in My presence.” Become Christ-conscious by worshipping Christ in your spirit. See Jesus transfigured in God’s light (Matt. 17:1-8). Ask for, see and release His healing power, which can be seen as light, and felt as heat and tingling. His power to heal is released through His presence.

3. Discover and deal with the root cause of the infirmity: Have the sick person, pray, “Holy Spirit, please show me the root cause of this sickness in my body.” (His body, his memory and the Holy Spirit within him know exactly what the root of the sickness is.) Then instruct him to quiet himself and tune to the voice and vision of God (i.e., spontaneous thoughts and spontaneous pictures) and share with you what comes to him. Apply the appropriate prayer.

4. Assume three parts to healing prayer: (removing pain, casting out demons, restoring body parts) Speak to the pain to be removed. It is easy, builds faith once the person being prayed for feels some pain leave, and removes this distraction from the person being prayed for. Firmly command the specific afflicting demons to be loosed. Assume demons in most/all situations. Demons were frequently involved in the conditions Jesus healed, as is suggested by comparing the summary description in Mark 1:39 with the parallel summary statement of Matt. 4:23:

Mark 1:39 “So he traveled throughout Galilee, preaching in their synagogues and driving out demons.”
Matt. 4:23 “Jesus went throughout Galilee, teaching in their synagogues, preaching the good news of the kingdom, and healing every disease and sickness among the people.”

Speak lovingly and specifically to the damaged body parts to be restored to their normal function.

5. Receive divine revelation: As you see Jesus and watch His healing power and light pour into a person, ask Him to show you exactly what needs to be healed and how He wants to heal it. Receive His answer by tuning to spontaneous thoughts and pictures, and act in obedience on what He is telling you. Engage the prayer-type that the Spirit leads you to—petition, command, or pronouncement.

6. Team up for greater revelation: Two or three prayer ministers who are all open to God showing them any keys to removing blocks and sharing what they are receiving with the group which then acts upon it, will generally widen the reception of divine revelation and very quickly break the yoke of the infirmity, restoring the person to health.

7. Powerful prayers which detach demons: Person being prayed for and prayer counselors stay tuned to flow and act upon impressions to pray in any of the following ways: 1. Forgiving anyone God brings to mind; 2. Confessing any sins God brings to mind; 3. Breaking generational sins and curses; 4. Severing ungodly ties; 5. Replacing negative beliefs; 6. Renouncing inner vows; 7. Breaking word curses; 8. Receiving inner healing through seeing visions of Jesus in the memory; 9. Casting out demons. All of these can be covered systematically with a “Contributing Strands Worksheet” found at www.cwgministries.org/freebooks and see Dr. Mark Virkler and Dr. Patti Virkler’s book, Prayers that Heal the Heart (Bridge-Logos, 2001), for full discussion of these issues.

8. Anoint with oil: Use oil that has been prayed over for an impartation of divine healing power (James 5:14-15).

9. Intensify the flow of healing power by seeing: Ask for and see Jesus’ divine healing light and power radiating onto and into the person; see it focused on the infirmity, and thank the Lord that the anointing is being released and entering the body.

10. Give a divine radiation treatment: Have a group of two to five people keep their hands (both hands – so an electrical circuit is completed) on a sick person for 10-20 minutes releasing God’s power/light into him.

11. Get feedback regularly: Ask the person how he or she feels (better, same, worse), and respond as necessary.

12. See it done: Hold in your mind a detailed faith-picture of the person healed and say, “Thank You, Lord. That is the way it is going to be, because Your power is healing this person.”
Divine Healing Testimonial Worksheet

Complete this form online at www.cwgministries.org/healingworksheet

or fax to 716-652-6961, or mail to 1431 Bullis Rd. Elma, NY 14059

Report made by___________________________ Email Address_____________________________________

Client’s name__________________________________ City___________________________ State_________

Client’s Email Address___________________________ Client’s phone number____________________

Infirmity prayed for__________________________________________ Date________________

People praying__________________________________________ _________________________

_____________________________ _____________________________ _____________________________

Length of time in prayer _______________________ # of times prayed for previously _____________

First Prayer
Reduction of Pain _____ % Time taken ________

Second Prayer
More reduction of pain ______ % Time taken ________

Infirmity healed ______ % Time taken ________

Check tools used:

- confessed sins
- entered God’s presence
- received revelation on root cause
- commanded pain to leave
- commanded demons to leave
- spoke specifically to body parts to be healed
- teamed up for greater revelation
- used oil
- forgave anyone brought to mind
- broke generational sins and curses
- severed ungodly soul ties
- replaced negative beliefs

- renounced inner vows
- broke word curses
- inner healing
- deliverance
- saw light enter specific body organ
- felt heat
- felt energy/tingling
- 2-5 people gave a 15-minute divine radiation treatment
- got feedback regularly from client
- with eyes of heart saw the healing complete
- praised God for the completed healing

Names of demons cast out:

Written Summary: Record a summary of the revelation received during prayer time and the results of acting upon this revelation. If the revelation was received by the sick person – put their name next to that revelation. Also record below and on the back of this page a full summary description of the healing ministry that took place and discuss any medical confirmation of the healing. To help us connect medical confirmation which you send at a later date, please provide the infirmity that was prayed for, the date of the prayer and the person who received the prayer. Thank you!